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a reign of terror that reached from King's Cross to Primrose
Hill. Little did the people of that region know how terrorised
they were.
On dark winter evenings the Hidden Hand would prowl
sometimes for as long as an hour, with their dark lanterns
nestling hotly inside their jackets and their masks on, actually
on, except when a policeman was spotted. Then " Nix and
we dissemble."
In this fashion these desperadoes just raised hell. They
swore and used forbidden words—Nuts' every other word
was an oath—he thought nothing of saying " Godormighty "
—and they had a pack of real cards, " the Devil*s picture-
books ", and gambled with them at Beat your Neighbour out
of doors and Grab and suchlike skin games for almost unlimited
stakes. Afterwards Nuts learnt Map from a cousin. For some
obscure reason they always played for dollars and generally
wore their masks while doing so. They swore and spat.
They did not play for cash, they gave chits and kept a record,
and at one time Nuts owed Edward Albert over five thousand
dollars and Bert half as much again. That was a pretty loac
to cany for boys still under thirteen. Since it was quite
within the range of possibilities that they would be smelt
over when they went home, they did not smoke. Nuts had
tried chewing tobacco, using a partially-smoked cigarette
he had picked up, but his reaction was so prompt and sc
extremely unpleasant for everyone concerned that the
experiment was not repeated.
Such was the hidden life that flowed darkly beneath the
fair surface of Edward Albert's meek discretion.
His mother, remarking how often he went to tea with
Bert Bloxham or the MacBrydes—though indeed he never
went near the MacBrydes—suggested a return of hospitality.
For a time he was disposed to resist this. He did not know
what his mother would think of Nuts* vocabulary if per-
chance his tongue was loosened, nor did he know what his
fellow-toughs of the Hidden Hand might think of his home
life. ^Shc pressed the proposal. " They're regular chaps,"
he said. All the more reason for knowing them. He stipu-

